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Vegetation management takes to the air - vegetation management takes to the air bc hydro pilots the use of lidar and pls cadd to identify vegetation encroaching on transmission lines by bryan hooper british columbia hydro, yadovr lidar processing detection ai classification - the yadovr algorithms are more accurate at object recognition than humans and these in turn will make the roads available to fully autonomous and connected vehicles for they allow detection classification of multiple objects improve perception reduce power consumption and enable identification and prediction of actions, broadband greenness harris geospatial - view our documentation center document now and explore other helpful examples for using idl envi and other products, pipeline mapping airborne terrestrial laser scanning - pipelinemapping com airborne lidar we can provide or source lidar surveys for you based on an independent appraisal of your requirements we also provide independent quality control confirming the accuracy of lidar data sets, riegl usa press releases orlando fl riegl usa - we have a new video up on the riegl youtube channel featuring the minivux 1uav lidar sensor integrated with the dji m600 uav check out this video to see how we can explore its outstanding qualities of capturing airborne laser scan data to showcase the outstanding qualities of the riegl minivux 1uav lidar sensor we did this great video in cooperation with our partner for australia c r, significant remote sensing vegetation indices a review of - vegetation indices vis obtained from remote sensing based canopies are quite simple and effective algorithms for quantitative and qualitative evaluations of vegetation cover vigor and growth dynamics among other applications these indices have been widely implemented within rs applications using different airborne and satellite platforms with recent advances using unmanned aerial, remote sensing methods for power line corridor surveys - to secure uninterrupted distribution of electricity effective monitoring and maintenance of power lines are needed this literature review article aims to give a wide overview of the possibilities provided by modern remote sensing sensors in power line corridor surveys and to discuss the potential and limitations of different approaches, utilisation des donn es lidar pour la directive inondation - contexte la directive inondation vise r duire les cons quences n gatives des risques d inondations sur le territoire fran ais les informations officielles sont disponibles sur le site du medde en particulier sur l epri valuation pr liminaire des risques d inondation un premier tat des lieux homog nes partager d s 2012 et identification des territoires risque, l lexikon der fernerkundung lab farbmodell bis lunar - lab farbmodell engl lab colour model das farbsystem cie l a b vereinfacht als lab bezeichnet beschreibt die dem menschlichen auge sichtbaren farben unabh nimlich von technischen einrichtungen wie monitoren und druckern durch einen eindeutigen wert um eine farbe zu beschreiben werden drei parameter definiert die helligkeit l der kleinste wert kennzeichnet schwarz, la ciudad blanca wikipedia - la ciudad blanca pronounced la sjua bla ka spanish for the white city is a legendary settlement said to be located in the mosquitia region of the gracias a dios department in eastern honduras this extensive area of rainforest which includes the r o pl tano biosphere reserve has long been the subject of multidisciplinary research, dictionary of abbreviations and acronyms in geographic - o ostwarts o osten orientalis orien oriente orientis east oab operational advisory broadcasts oac osterreichischer automobil club oaces oregon, ten legendary lost cities that have emerged from the past - after removing layers of sand and mud divers uncovered the extraordinarily well preserved city with many of its treasures still intact including the main temple of amun heru giant statues of pharaohs hundreds of smaller statues of gods and goddesses a sphinx 64 ancient ships 700 anchors stone blocks with both greek and ancient egyptian inscriptions dozens of sarcophagi gold coins and, best drones for agriculture 2018 the ultimate buyer s guide - need an agriculture drone or a drone survey read our recently updated in depth buying guide to learn about the leading uavs from sensfly lancaster agco dji and more we also cover everything else you need to know legal issues insurance and even a drone survey buyer s checklist, https www globalforestwatch org map - , resolve a doi name - type or paste a doi name into the text box click go your browser will take you to a web page url associated with that doi name send questions or comments to doi, dictionary of abbreviations and acronyms in geographic - this dictionary decodes abbreviations and acronyms found in various publications including maps and websites these abbreviations or acronyms therefore are not necessarily authoritative or standardized in format or content